Timeline for Next Steps in WASC Reaccreditation Process
California State University, Stanislaus

Below are next steps for continuing the WASC reaccreditation process in response to the WASC Capacity and Preparatory Review report and in preparation for the Educational Effectiveness Review.

1. ALO submits correction of error document to WASC. *Completed November 12, 2008.*

2. ALO provides overview of next steps to President’s Cabinet with regard to the recommendations in the WASC CPR report and the importance/urgency of addressing recommendations made by WASC in preparation for the EER. *December, 2008.*

3. ALO provides to faculty governance groups (via SEC) and administrators WASC expectations specific to their areas of responsibility and a timeline for response. *December, 2008.*

4. WASC mails final CPR team report to campus. *December 3, 2008.*

5. After campus consultation with faculty governance and administration, President submits a response, if wishes, to the WASC Commission regarding the CPR report, *January 8, 2009.*

6. President, Provost, ALO, and few other representatives participate in a conference call with the WASC Commission. President makes a brief presentation of issues identified in the WASC process for this conference call. *February 19, 2009.*

7. WASC sends CPR action letter to President; ALO informs campus of Commission CPR action letter and next steps (within 30 days after receipt). *March 5, 2009.*

8. Inquiry Circles submit preliminary EER reports to SST; SST completes first draft of EER self study, and circulates first draft to campus community for commentary. *April - May, 2009.*


10. SST continues drafting of EER self study. *Summer 2009.*

11. SST circulates refined draft to campus for commentary. *September-early October 2009.*

12. President submits EER self study to WASC. *December 9, 2009.*

13. EER site visit. *March 3-5, 2010.* *(steps noted above occur also for EER)*